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Abstract
Accelerated degradation tests (ADT) are widely used in themanufacturing industry to obtain
information on the reliability of components andmaterials, by degrading the lifespan of the product
by applying an acceleration factor that damage to thematerial. Themain objective is to obtain fast
informationwhich ismodeled to estimate the characteristics of thematerial life under normal
conditions of use and to save time and expenses. The purpose of this work is to estimate the lifespan
distribution of gold nanoparticles stabilizedwith lipoic acid (GNPs@LA) through accelerated
degradation tests applying sodium chloride (NaCl) as an acceleration factor. For this, the synthesis of
GNPs@LAwas carried out, a constant stress ADT (CSADT)was applied, and the non-linearWiener
process was proposedwith random effects, errormeasures, and different covariability for the
adjustment of the degradation signals. The information obtainedwith the test and analysis allows us to
obtain the life distribution inGNPs@LA, the resultsmake it possible to determine the guaranteed time
for possible commercialization and successful application based on the stability of thematerial. In
addition, for the evaluation and selection of themodel, the Akaike andBootstrapping criteria
were used.

1. Introduction

Accelerated degradation tests (ADT) are an effective tool for evaluating the reliability ofmaterials through the
analysis of degradation data, these tests consist of degrading the life of the product by applying a factor that
accelerates degradation, thereby obtaining degradation data, which are used to estimate the life distribution of
thematerial under normal conditions of use and at the same timeminimize costs and times involved in the test,
obtaining goodmaterial life data.

For recently createdmaterials, current studies have adopted anADT in the evaluation of reliability based on
theWiener process. TheWiener process is frequently found in practice as it provides a satisfactory andflexible
description of degradation data obtained after having performed anADT [1, 2].

Nowadays, nanoscience and nanotechnology develop highly innovativematerials and products with the
ability to revolutionize life as we know it. These nanomaterials, like any othermaterial, showdeterioration that
involves a very complex interaction between stress, time, and the environment, eventually causing the failure of
the product [3]. In this way, in any technological field, knowing the useful life of the products is required for the
successful application.

For nanostructuredmaterials, to our knowledge, it has not been determined the life spanwithin an
appropriate test time, and the studies found in the literature do not use testmethods and degradation analysis to
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have reliable information on the life’s nanomaterials over the time,moreover, some studies report the need for
regulatory reforms to improve supervision of nanomaterials throughout its life cycle [4, 5]. Facedwith this
condition, there is awide opportunity of using the ADTs for nanostructuredmaterials to estimate the useful life,
as well as, to contribute to the regulation of thesematerials.

Material of great interest at the nanoscale is gold, which is probably one of themost fascinatingmaterials due
to its physical and chemical properties at the nano-scale [6, 7]; gold nanostructures (GNPs) have shown potential
applications inmany research areas. Inmedicine, ultra-small nanoparticles below 5 nmhave unique advantages
in the human body due to their relatively rapid clearance, good absorption, and favorable interactionwith
radiation [6, 8]. For example, gold nanostructures have been tested as sensors [9] capable of detecting certain
diseases such as cancer [10], SARS-CoV-2 [11], Alzheimer’s, and Salmonella [9, 10], also, theywere utilized as
chemical carriers [12, 13] and as theragnostic agents [10, 14].

For the successful application, there is evidence that the stability of gold nanoparticlesmust bewell known to
reach the desired tissues or cells [15], overcoming the limitations of biological barriers to diagnose and treat deep
targets [8, 16]. Some variables that influence the alteration of stability are the pH [17] of themedium aswell as
the presence ofNaCl [18].

GNPs@LA analyzed in this study are spherical at 2.5 nm, highly stable in colloid aswell as a powder; they are
stabilizedwith lipoic acidwhich prevents agglomeration and creates functional groups for bio-conjugation, and
also do not present toxic effects at the cellular level based on ISO 10993–5 [19]. However, there are no studies
that allow us to determine the lifetime of the nanomaterial. The purpose of this study is to estimate the failure
rate and useful life of GNPs@LA throughADT relied on theWiener process applyingNaCl as an acceleration
factor. The proposedmethodology is an important contribution to the supply of nanomaterials guarantees and
opens the door for the development of further research.

In summary, themain contributions are:
Amethodology based on accelerated degradation testing andWiener process to estimate the useful life of

GNPs@LA.

• Estimation of the failure rate GNPs@LAusingNaCl as a degradation factor.

• Amethodology that relies on a non-linearWiener process with random effects, errormeasures, and different
covariability to determine the useful life of theGNPs@LA.

• A rigorous statistical analysis to determine themost appropriatedWiener degradationmodel.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides a general description of the synthesis and
stability of GNP@LA, an explanation of the accelerated degradationmodel with theWiener process. Also, it is
presented a statistical inference framework based on themaximum likelihood estimation (MLE)method to
estimate the parameters of the life distribution. At the end of this section, the statistical framework is applied to
our specific degradation problem. Section 3 explores and compares the specified degradationmodels to our
degradation data showingwhich is themore appropriatemodel to estimate life distribution. Finally, section 4
gives the conclusions of ourwork.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Synthesis of GNPs@LA
Based on the bottom-up approach, particularly the colloidalmethod; gold nanoparticles with an average size of
2.5 nmwere synthesized and stabilized using gold chloride as a precursor, sodiumborohydride as a reducer, and
lipoic acid as a stabilizer, following themethodology reported byCornejo-Monroy et al [19].

2.2. Stability of GNPs@LA
Gold colloid stability implies that solid nanoparticles do not settle or aggregate at a significant speed [20].When
nanoparticles lose their stability by aggregation, particle size increases and creates agglomerates, losing their
interesting properties.

Oneway tomeasure how these properties are affected according to their size is through their
characterization byUV–vis spectroscopy [21], which is a simple and reliablemethod tomonitor the stability of
the gold colloids. As the nanoparticles become destabilized, the original characteristic peakwill decrease in
intensity due to the depletion of stable nanoparticles, and often the peakwill be broadened to longer wavelengths
due to the formation of aggregates or agglomerates [22]. The shape and peak position ofUV–vis spectra are
related to themorphology and size of the nanoparticle, as well as, the dispersion/aggregation of gold colloids
[23]. Gold colloids present electronic transitions of bands in the visible range between 450 nmand 550 nm.
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Therefore, some visible wavelengths are absorbed, emitting a characteristic color that can be characterized and
related tomorphological changes in the nanomaterial [23]. Infigure 1, JMartínez et al [24] showdifferent sizes
of gold nanoparticles as a function of the characteristic peak of the plasmon band, it can be observed that their
characteristic peak is red-shift as theGNPs diameter increases. This is because the optical properties of gold
nanoparticles changewhen the particles aggregate and the conduction electrons near the surface of each particle
are delocalized and shared among neighboring nanoparticles [25].When this occurs, the surface plasmon
resonance shifts to lower energies, causing the characteristic absorption and scattering peak shift to longer
wavelengths [24].

In addition, it is known that charge repulsion effects between particles can be affected by theNaCl
concentration of the solution [18]. This occurs because charges can be removed or neutralized by protonated or
unprotonated ionizable groups or by the concentration of ions in solution. There is evidence that a highNaCl
concentration can effectivelymask the charge character of a carboxylate particle by having toomany positively
charged ions associatedwith surface charges thus causing aggregates in thematerial [25].

For this study, and as an example to apply anADT analysis, to determine the failure rate and useful life of
GNPs@LA,we considered that gold nanoparticles withUV–vis spectra peak greater than 525 nm failed andNaCl
was used as a factor that accelerates the degradation.

2.3. Accelerated degradationmodel
One objective of the reliability analysis is to estimate the useful life of the product through the life distribution.
To obtain the life distribution of a product using degradation data, the central step is to set up amodel that
describes the degradation process, called an accelerated degradationmodel. An accelerated degradationmodel is
the combination of an acceleratedmodel and a degradationmodel based on physics and statisticalmodels.

An acceleratedmodel shows the relationship between life and effort to establish the connection between
degradation data and product life, it is essential to establish a suitable probabilitymodel to describe the behavior
of collected degradation data, also known as degradation trajectories. Two types of degradationmodels are
commonly used, which are the general trajectorymodels and the stochasticmodels.

General trajectorymodels are described as simple and easy to use, but they lack the ability to capture system
dynamics. In contrast, stochasticmodels have great potential to capture randomdynamics within degradation
processes. TheWiener process, theGammaprocess, and the InverseGaussian process are three common
stochastic processes that have receivedmany applications in degradationmodeling [9, 26]. However, it should
be noted that both theGammaprocess and the InverseGaussian process are only suitable formodeling
monotonous degradation trajectories. In comparison, theWiener process applies to non-monotonous
degradation processes that are frequently encountered in practice as it provides a satisfactory and flexible
description of the degradation data [2]. TheWinner process has beenwidely applied to degradation data analysis

Figure 1.UV–vis absorption spectra ofGNPs of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 80 nm in diameter frombottom to top, respectively.
Reproducedwith permission from JMartínez et al [24].
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for example to light-emitting diodes [27], fatigue ofmetals [28], aluminum reduction cells [29], andmicro-
electromechanical systems [30], among others.

2.4.Wiener degradation process
Since components of systems deteriorate over time and fail when the degradation level reaches a certain
threshold. TheDegradation information can bemeasured in a non-destructive way, after which an appropriate
degradationmodel is chosen to describe the process through analysis of the data. Among the degradation
models, theWiener process with positive drift is well-establishedmethod due to itsmathematical properties, it is
expressed as follows,

( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )l s= L + LX t t B t , 1

where ( )L t represents the transformed time scale and it is amonotonic continuous function that explains the
non-linearization of the data, typical examples are: ( )L =t e ,bt ( ) ( )L = L =t blnt t t, ,b where < <b0 1 is a
parameter to be estimated [31]. The parameters l and s stand for the drift and diffusion parameters,
respectively. ( )B t corresponds to the standard Brownianmotionwhich satisfies the following properties:

i. ( ) =B 0 0.

ii. ( )B t has normal distributionwithmean 0 and variance t.

iii. ( )B t has independent increments, for all < <¼ <t t t1 2 n

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )- - ¼ -- - -B t B t B t B t B t B t B t, , , ,n n n n1 1 2 2 1 1

are independent.

iv. { ( ) }B t t, 0 has stationary increments. That is, the distribution of ( ) ( )+ -B t s B t does not depend on t.

From the above properties, it can be deduced that random vector ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )~¼ SB t B t B t, , , 0, ,n1 2 N

where the covariancematrix ( { })S = = ¼t t i j nmin , , , 1 , , .i j i j, The previous properties on ( )B t entail that
theWiener degradation process ( )X t has the same properties of the Brownianmotion ( )B t but the first
property. Additional is straightforward to see that ( ) ( ( ) ( ))~ l sL LX t t t, .2N

Due to imperfect instruments, random environments and among other factors,measurements errors are
inescapably introduced. Thus, error ofmeasurements  ,with ( )~ s 0, 2N is introduced, leading to an observe
degradation process as follows

( ) ( ) ( )= + Y t X t . 2

Since stress factors such as voltage, humidity, temperature, vibration, etc affect the performance of the
degradation process, then an accelerationmodel can be used to integrate the covariate into theWiener process.
Themost commonway to incorporate the accelerationmodel into theWiener process is to consider some
model parameters as a covariate functionwhich is typically called a link function (·)h .The choice of the formof
this functionwill depend on theway the acceleration factor influences themodel parameters. Some accelerated
models are theArrheniusmodel, Inverse powermodel, Eyringmodel, and linear and quadraticmodel, which are
summarized in the following table 1.

Therefore, the accelerationmodel of the drift parameter and diffusion parameter depends on the stress
factor employing the link function as follows

( ) ( ) ( )l h s k= =h S h S, , 3k k k k
2

where Sk denotes the stress level and h represents a variability parameter and k is a constant factor associated
with the diffusion. Fromnowon ( )h Sk will be represented as h .k

It is common tofind differences between the degradation trajectories fromunit to unit of the population.
This type of difference is the result of non-observable random effects. In order to express this, somemodel

Table 1.Accelerationmodels and their link function.

Accelerationmodel Link function

ArrheniusModel ( )( ) = - bh S expk Sk

Inverse Power ( ) ( ( ))b= -h S Sexp lnk k

LinearModel ( ) ( ( ))b= -h S Sexpk k

QuadraticModel ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )b b= - +h S S Sexpk k k1 2
2

4
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parameter will be specifics for each unity, obtaining a process with certain parametric distribution [28]. To
model this, the drift parameter lk will be specific for each unit and follows a normal distribution, on the other
hand the parameter sk will be taken as a constant, Peng andTseng [32]. Si et al [33, 34] andTsai et al [35]. Thus, it
is assumed that the variability parameter h is a randomvariable with normal distribution ( )m sh h, .2N Putting all
this together into (2), it is obtained

( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )h k= = L + L + Y t Y t S h t h B t , 4k k k k

where (4)models theADTwith randomeffects, errormeasurements, and covariates. Some studies that configure
more thanone variant in theWiener process, for instance, Li Sun et al [36]describe amethodology for themodel and
estimationofparameters through a constant stressADT (CSADT) applying thenon-linearWienerprocess,with
covariates, randomeffects, andmeasurement errors. ACSADT is a test plan consistingof three to four levels of tests
withdifferent proportions of units in eachone,wheremainly at the loweffort levelmore samples run thanat ahigh
level and this type of plan canprovide accurate estimates for anADT.Following thenotation in [36], the increasing
applied stress level is ¼ ¼S , S , S ,1 k K where K denotes themaximumstress level. Also, there are Nk units tested
under each constant stress Sk and eachunit ismeasured Mki times at the k stress levelwith = ¼i N1, 2, , .k The
transformed timewill be expressed as ( )w = L tkij kij with = ¼j M1,2, , .ki

Therefore, the degradation observed under theWiener process with its four variants is shown as follows

( ∣ ) ( ) ( )h w k w ew = + +y S h h B , 5kij kij k i k kij k kij kij

with ( )h m s~ h hN , ,i
2 ( )e s~ eN 0,kij

2 and hk the link function of the acceleratedmodel.
Model (5) comprises the following set of unknownparameters,

{ } ( )m s k b sQ = h h e, , , , 62 2

that will be estimated in the next section.

2.5. Statistical inference of thewiener degradation process, parameters estimation, and life distribution on
ADTdata
In theprevious section amodel forCSADTwas formulated in (5), to estimate theunknownparameters set Q̃ let’s
consider the following vectors ( )= ¼T t t, , ,ki ki kiM

T
1 ki

w=t ,kij kij ( )= ¼y y y, , ,ki ki kiM
T

1 ki
( )= ¼y y y, ,k k kN

T
1 k

and (= ¼Y y y, , K1 ) for = ¼k K1,2, , = ¼i N1,2, , .k Theproperties ii and iii of theWiener processes implies
that theBrownianmovement yki follows amultivariate normal distributionwith amean,

( )m m= h Th 7ki k ki

and covariance

˜ ˜ ˜sW W W H= = +h T Th ,kiki ki ki k ki ki
T2

,
2

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
   

k

w
w

w
w

w
w

w w w

sH =

¼¼

¼

+ e Ih 8ki k

ki

ki

ki

ki

ki

ki

ki ki kiM

ki

1

1

1

2

1

2

1 2

2

ki

where Iki is the identitymatrix of order M ,ki where ˜ =
sh

k k
2 and s̃ = s

sh


2
2

2 are a reparameterization to facilitate the

inference. The log-likelihood function of unknownparameters { ˜ ˜ }m s k b sQ
~

= h h e, , , ,2 2 is expressed as

( ∣ ) ( ) ( )ååpQ~ = -
= =

Yl M
1

2
ln 2 9

k

K

i

N

ki
1 1

k

( ) ∣ ˜ ∣åå åås W- -h
= = = =

M ln
1

2
ln

1

2k

K

i

N

ki
k

K

i

N

ki
2

1 1 1 1

k k

( ) ˜ ( )åå
s

m mW- - -
h

h h
= =

-
y T y Th h

1

2
.

k

K

i

N

ki k ki
T

ki ki k ki
1

2
1 1

k

To estimate the parameters mh and sh,2 the values of ( ˜ ˜ )k b se, , 2 are fixed to specific values, then the derivatives
( ˜ ∣ ) ( ˜ ∣ )

m s
Q Q¶
¶

¶
¶h h

andY Yl l
2 of (9) concerning the parameters mh and sh

2 are computed and equated to zero,

obtaining the following close -form expression to themaximum likelihood estimatorMLE m̂h and ŝh
2 of mh

and sh
2

ˆ
˜

˜
( )m

W

W
=

å å

å å
h

= =
-

= =
-

T y

T T

h

h
10

T

T

k
K

i
N

k ki ki ki

k
K

i
N

k ki ki ki

1

1
1 1

1 1
2

k

k
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ˆ ( ˆ ) ˜ ( ˆ ) ( )åås m mW=
å å

- -h h h
= = = =

-
y T y T

M
h h

1
. 11

k
K

i
N

ki k

K

i

N

ki k ki
T

ki ki k ki
12

1 1 1 1
k

k

Substituting (10) and (11) in (9) and simplifying the log-likelihood function, it is obtained

( ˜ ∣ ) ( ( ) )ååpQ = - +
= =

Yl M
1

2
ln 2 1

k

K

i

N

ki
1 1

k

( ˆ ) ∣ ˜ ∣ ( )åå åås H- - +h
= = = =

T Tln M ln h
1

2

1

2
. 12

k

K

i

N

ki
k

K

i

N

ki k ki ki
T2

1 1 1 1

2
k k

Note that thematrix H̃ki depends on the parameters k̃ b, and s̃e
2 and hk

2 depends on b.Therefore, the
maximum likelihood estimates of ˜ ˜k b se, , 2 can be obtained bymaximizing the log-likelihood function (12) by
employing the L-BFGS-B quasi-Newton optimizationmethod that can be found in the R-project packages [37].
The value of k̂ can be obtained by the following equations:

ˆ ˜̂ · ˆ ( )k k s= h , 132

ˆ ˜̂ · ˆ ( )s s s=e e h , 142 2 2

One objective of the reliability analysis is to estimate the useful life of the product through the life
distribution. To obtain the life distribution of a product using degradation data Li et al [31] incorporate the
measurement errors into the deduction of the expression for theCDF and PDFof the failure time

{ ( ) } ( )= T inf t Y t w: , 15

whereT corresponds to thefirst time that the degradation process Y hits a failure threshold w.They deduced
the life PDF expression for each stress level S ,k which can be found in equation (12) at [31]Note that in this
formulation they used two different time scales ( ) ( )tL t tand ,when ( ) ( )t = Lt t , this PDF is reduced to,

⎧
⎨⎩

⎫
⎬⎭

( )
( )

( ( ) )
· ·

( )
( ( ) )

( )
s m k s

p w k s w s

w m w

w k s w s
=

+ +

+ +

- -

+ +
e h h

h e

h

h e
f t

h h h w

h h

d

dt

w h

h h2
exp

2
16S

k k k

k k

k

k k

2 2 2

2 2 3

2

2 2k

which is the one used in this work.Note ( )f tSk
depends on the parameters set Q̃.

2.6.Methodology and analysis of degradation data under thewiener process/ADT
To obtain degradation data of GNPs@LAunder aCSADT, several samples were synthesized following the
methodology reported byCornejo et al [19] and usingNaCl as an acceleration factor. The stress test levels were
based on an exploratory study, leaving three different levels of effort for three different populations. UV–vis
absorption spectra of colloids were carried out every third-day generating degradation signals for low,medium,
and high levels. In this study, thematerial degradationwas determined considering the absorbance between 450
and 550 nm, and themaximumcharacteristic peak of gold. Gold colloids with a characteristic peak greater than
525were considered as a failure.

Since this work proposes to estimate the life distribution ofGNPs@LA applying aCSADT. Accordingly, the
following can be defined:

• The percentage levels ofNaCl are indexed as = ¼k K1, ,

• The population of samples is indexed as = ¼i N1, , k

• Measurement times are indexed as = ¼j M1, , ki

Once the degradation signals have been defined as degradation data, we proceed to obtain the configuration of
theCSADT that describes the degradation trajectories. Thus, this work proposes the non-linearWiener
process with drift parameter, random effects,measurement errors, and different link functions in the
covariability (table 1, section 2.3) is used.More specifically themodel assumes:

• Adrift parameter with transformed times ( ) ( )w = L =t tkij kij kij
b that explain the non-linearity of the data.

• Randomeffects in the drift parameter. Different units have different drift parameters while all diffusion
parameters have the same value under a certain effort. So, the parameter h in the drift term at (5) is assumed to
has a normal distribution ( )h m s~ h hN , .2

• Measurement errors with ( )e s~ eN 0, .kij
2

• Covariability, which is expressed via the link function h ,k where the acceleratedmodel is immersed. It is

6
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highlighted three acceleratedmodels that were evaluated in this work corresponding, inverse power, linear
model, and the quadraticmodel, see (table 1, section 2.3).

Now, proposing theCSADT and theWiener process with these characteristics, the degradation process can
be established as formula (5). Thus, the following parameter set ˜ { ˜ ˜ }m s k b sQ = h h e, , , ,2 2 will be estimated to get

the life distribution.We remark that ( )b b b= ,1 2 in the quadraticmodel case and b b= 1 in the remaining
cases.

All the abovewere programmed in the statistical software R, where theMLEwas applied to obtain the
parameters set Q̃. Figure 2 shows the proposedmethodology.

As can be seen infigure 2, different degradationmodels have been proposed. To select the bestmodel will be
used the AIC criterion [38] and for the evaluation and validation, the estimated parameters of themodel will be
employed and the Bootstrapping distribution [39]will be calculatedwith the construction of confidence
intervals.

3. Results

The constant stress ADT inGNPs@LAhad 3 levels, these being: 19 samples for the low level with 8%NaCl, 13
samples for themedium level with 12%, and 12 samples for the high level with 16%NaClm/v.With a
censorship time of 69 days; except for the low level whichwas 51 due to remaining time conditions and
modifications of the plan. The degradationmeasurements were performed every third day generating a total of
18measurements for low level and 23measurements formedium level and high level, providing degradation
signals over time.

FromUV–vis absorption spectra degradation signals were obtained. Infigure 3, the changes in the spectra
are graphically presented comparing the firstmeasurement and the lastmeasurement in the range of 400 to 800
nm inwavelength.

It can be observed infigure 3 that for the three degradation levels, the absorbance amplitude decreases, and
thewidth of the band broadens causing a red-shifted of the characteristic peak due to their increase in size and
the aggregation of the gold nanoparticles. It can be also noticed that at higher percentages ofNaCl the
degradation ismore appreciable than at lower percentages. To have a better relationship betweenUV–vis spectra
and degradationmaterial wemade a graph from the initial average and final characterization for each level,
which can be seen infigure 4. The area comprised between 450 and 550 nm fromUV–vis spectra was used to
quantify thematerial degradation. Additionally, when the characteristic peakmoves above 525 nm is considered
the failure threshold.

Figure 2.Methodology for the estimation of parameters in the proposedmodels.
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From figure 4, a change in the area between the initial and final characterization is well noted and it was used
to obtain degradation data.

Tomaintain a notation according to the property of independent increments and a normal distribution
under theWiener process, the area for eachmeasurement was calculated, and each degradation increment was
obtained from the difference between the first-day area and the subsequent day areas, these were the increments
of degradation to bemodeled. Under this consideration, the degradation trajectories were obtained for each
sample at the different levels ofNaCl.

Infigure 5 the different trajectories at each level are shown, it can also be observed that there is a non-
monotonous behavior with increasing and decreasing trends. Also, it is observed that the degradation of gold
colloids with the same levels ofNaCl is different, this can be attributed to unobservable factors such as
concentration, unit-to-unit variability, inherent randomness, as well as themeasurement variability of each

Figure 3.UV–vis absorption spectra ofGNPS@LA. Initial (left) andfinal characterization (right) for the ADT: (a) low level, 8%NaCl;
(b)medium level, 12%NaCl; and (c) high level, 16%NaCl.
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Figure 4.AverageUV–vis absorption spectra from the initial and final characterization for each level of the ADT. From left to right:
low,medium, and high level, respectively.

Figure 5.Degradation trajectories of GNPs@LAwith size of 2.5 nm for the different levels ofNaCl: (a) low level, 8%NaCl; (b)medium
level, 12%NaCl; and (c) high level, 16%NaCl.
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sample. Thus, theWiener stochasticmodel was chosenwith its four variants since it has great potential to
capture stochastic dynamics, and it is also applicable to non-monotonic impairments, providing a satisfactory
andflexible description of the impairment data.

For this study, we propose tomodel the degradation trajectories under the non-linearWiener process, with
random effects, errormeasurements, and different covariability using three different link functions, which
generate three differentmodels.

To obtain the optimal parameters in eachmodel, the initial parameters should be close to the truemodel
parameter to be estimated, as well as the value b in the time transformation, thesewere obtained by a preliminary
packagemade by us using RStudio that performs an individual regression using least squares for each
degradation path giving as initial parameters ˜ ˜k b s= = = - =eb 0.61, 0.65, 0.8479, .012 assuming inverse
power, for a linearmodel theywere ˜ ˜k b s= = = - =eb 0.61, 0.65, 0.18, .012 andfinally for a quadratic
model the initial parameter were ˜ ˜k b b s= = = = =eb 0.61, 0.65, 0.04, 0.1 .01.1 2

2 Once these initial
parameters were estimated, theywere fixed at the likelihood function to estimate the optimal values of
m sh eand 2 via theMLE approach (in closed form (10) and (11) ) presented in section 2.4. Scale time
transformation parameter was remained fixed at =b 0.61during optimization and to avoid over-estimation
parameter b ,2 the constraint m m>h h +h hk k 1 for >k 1was added in the quadraticmodel. The obtained optimal
parameters are highlighted in table 2.

With the estimated parameters of themodel in table 2 and establishing w as the failure threshold, which
corresponds to a 1.51 degradation increment, equivalent to an area of 2.1 units implying a 525 nmdeface in the
wavelength. The life distribution is given by (16). Therefore, the density and cumulative density functions for
each degradation level are shown infigure 6. It is observed that at higher percentages the degradation ismore
noticeable, also the probabilitymass concentratesmore towards zero as the percentage ofNaCl increases,
according to the accelerated degradation test.

Given the cumulative density of themodel, this can be evaluated tomake desired inferences and
consequently estimate the useful life under different conditions. As an example of this, table 3 presents some
failure rates based on formula (16).

As can be seen in table 3, the results between differentmodels differ, being the quadraticmodel, which
provides the lowest failure rate.

To select the bestmodel, theAkaike information criterion (AIC) introduced byHirotuguAkaike in 1973 has
been one of themost widely known andusedmodel selection tools with degradation forecast [38]. This criterion
has been used by some authors such as [40–42] for the selection of themost appropriate degradationmodel
given a set of degradationmeasures. TheAIC is used as a selection criterionwhen themodel parameters have
been estimated bymaximum likelihood, its formula is given by

( )= - +AIC L p2 log 2 , 17

where Llog is the log likelihood and p is the number of parameters in themodel, the likelihood function reflects
the conformity of themodel with the observed data, the higher the conformity between themodel and the data
the higher the likelihood, however, when the number ofmodel parameters increases the likelihood usually
increases so the AIC penalizes the number of parameters. Therefore, the selectedmodel will be the onewith a
minimumAIC. According to the above explanation, wewill use the AIC to establish the covariability influences.
Modelingwithout covariance yields anAIC value of−931,703which is higher compared to theAIC values for
the proposedmodels, as can be seen in table 4.

It can be easily seen that covariability has an influence on themodels andmust be embedded in the process.
The application of theAIC criterion suggests that the quadraticmodel is a better option for the degradation data
obtained.

Continuingwith the assessment, the bootstrapmethod [43] is used to determine confidence interval (CI) for
the failure distribution, theCI is found by using the estimatedmodel parameters with the sample data as if they
were the true parameters, since this is the information available from the degradation process. New degradation
samples are generated from the estimated parameters, with these data, newmodel parameters are estimated and

Table 2.ObtainedOptimal parameters for each accelerated degradationmodel.

Covariability
Optimal parameters

μη sh
2 k b s h

2

Inverse Power 0.00251 4.0E-08 0.00028 −1.4986 0.00801

LinearModel 0.01741 2.0E-07 0.00181 −0.1428 0.00849

QuadraticModel 0.04386 6.4E-06 0.00460 (0.014, 0.0062) 0.00838
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used to obtain a new cumulative failure distribution. It is necessary to repeat the above proceduremany times,
thus obtaining an approximation to the sampling distribution. It is common to plot the empirical distribution of
the failure pseudo-times with the confidence intervals to check the adequacy of themodel, themore pseudo-
times arewithin the confidence intervals the higher the adequacy. The Bootstrapwas applied using 4000
datasets. The results are shown infigure 7 for eachmodel.

According to the obtainedCIs with a confidence level of 95%which are observed infigure 7, the percentages
of 8%and 16%present an empirical value which is closed to the theoretical cumulative density. On the other
hand, it can be noted that at 12%percentage the threemodels present several distant points outside theCI,
however, the quadraticmodel seems to havemore valueswithin the confidence interval, as well as close to the
theoretical distribution.

Figure 6.Density and cumulative density for each proposedmodel for different percentages ofNaCl assuming a covariability of:
(a) inverse power; (b) linearmodel; (c) quadraticmodel.
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Figure 7.Bootstrap results for each degradationmodel usingNaCl at 8%, 12%and 16%, from left to right. (a) Inverse powermodel;
(b)Linearmodel; (c)Quadraticmodel.

Table 3.The Failure rate in gold colloids with different NaCl percentages and covariability was obtained by the three
proposedmodels.

Days
Inverse powermodel

0% 1% 5% 8% 10% 12% 15% 16% 20%

30 Undefined 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.023 0.211 0.321 0.756

72 Undefined 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.144 0.457 0.853 0.916 0.994

360 Undefined 0.000 0.103 0.882 0.990 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000

720 Undefined 0.002 0.585 0.996 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1080 Undefined 0.013 0.857 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Linearmodel

0% 1% 5% 8% 10% 12% 15% 16% 20%

30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.216 0.399 0.971

72 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.073 0.346 0.886 0.960 1.000

360 0.001 0.020 0.322 0.872 0.987 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

720 0.062 0.315 0.868 0.997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1080 0.268 0.669 0.980 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Quadraticmodel

0% 1% 5% 8% 10% 12% 15% 16% 20%

30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.191 0.413 0.998

72 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.013 0.065 0.270 0.859 0.958 1.000

360 0.622 0.611 0.733 0.913 0.981 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000

720 0.969 0.966 0.985 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1080 0.997 0.997 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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4.Discussion

The results of the research show that according to the AIC criterion and the bootstrap confidence interval the
quadratic accelerationmodel has a better adjustment of the degradation of theGNPs@LA, however, in the ADT
andALT the samples usually show a degree of curvature that is not sufficient for the AIC criterion to better
consider the quadratic accelerationmodel over a linear one. In ourmodel, the curvaturewas large enough to
improve the AIC criterion.When a curvature parameter is added in anADT, special attention should be paid,
since there could be an overestimation of the degradation of the product under normal conditions of use, to
avoid this overestimationwe add the restriction m m>h h +h hk k 1 for >k 1 in the estimation of themodel

parameters, thus obtaining an estimate of the failure fraction of theGNPs@LAunder normal conditions of use
consistent with the little knowledge thatwe had of them.We also recommend further investigation of the
quadratic accelerationmodel in ADT tests.

5. Conclusions

This research proposed amethodology and an analysismodel to estimate the failure rate and useful life of
GNPs@LAbased on accelerated degradation tests and a non-linearWiener process incorporating random
effects, errormeasures, and covariability. The proposed scheme employs three different link functions in
covariability using the inverse power, linear and quadraticmodels.

Themodeling has been tested usingNaCl as an acceleration factor and a three-level constant stress ADTwith
8%, 12%, and 16%ofNaCl as degradation signals and as degradation data in theWiener process. The data
presented a non-monotonous behavior with oscillatory tendencies, and theGNPs@LA degradation observed for
the same populationwas different thus theWiener stochastic process was appliedwith its four variants.

It is demonstrated that themodel applied by the non-linearWiener process, with random effects, error
measures, and covariability that uses the quadraticmodel as a link functionwas themost effective and gives the
best estimate of the degradation rate of the shelf life of GNP@LA and as a function ofNaCl. These results can be
used to provide guarantees of commercially available nanomaterials.
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